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Abstract Lean principles have attracted the attention of software development companies due to their potential to improve competitiveness. However, the application of such principles in the software domain is still in its infancy. This paper presents a proposal for adapting the Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (LESAT) to guide the transformation of software development companies toward Lean. LESAT, developed by the Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), has been widely used in other domains. In this study, concepts and expressions of LESAT were analyzed and mapped to software development following the ISO/IEC 12207 standard. Seven assessment items concerning life-cycle processes were modified from the original LESAT. The modified LESAT for software was compared with a lean assessment approach called “Lean Amplifier,” which has been developed and successfully used in practice by Ericsson R&D in Finland. The results indicated that LESAT may complement lean assessment in the software domain at enterprise level, involving the entire value stream. Moreover, they clearly emphasized the role of leadership in the transformation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since lean principles were first used in elucidating the characteristics of the Toyota Production System (TPS) [1], [2], [3], they have fascinated enterprises and researchers around the world. The concept of “lean” has evolved and expanded since the groundbreaking results of the International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP) [3]. Lean software development (LSD) is the adaptation of lean for software development companies [4], [5]. LSD is often associated with agile methods [6]. However, whereas agile methods mainly focus on team level development activities, lean is often viewed as a platform upon which to scale agile methods because it focuses on the whole value stream and on enterprise-level processes and behavior. According to Sutherland “lean software development views all agile methods as valid, proven applications of Lean thinking to software” [5, p. xvii]. However, how to proceed when adopting lean in software development companies is still not well understood [7], [8]. Moreover, no structured assessment framework exists that supports the transformation toward LSD, at least in the public domain.

In this paper, we present a study for adapting the Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (LESAT) [9] for use in software-development organizations. LESAT was developed by the Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [10]. LESAT aims to guide companies implementing lean by assessing their current status based on lean capabilities, as well as setting targets for future steps. LESAT, originally developed in cooperation with the aerospace defense industry, has been used in other domains such as health care and government organizations. We think that the assumptions underlying LESAT that are based on the MIT’s extensive knowledge and experience of lean could also be suitable for gauging software development companies’ progress toward lean.

In this study, underlying assumptions from product manufacturing are reviewed, in addition to the language of LESAT, and translated into a domain language and processes more appropriate to software. Seven assessment items in LESAT’s life-cycle processes section were modified. The items were mapped to ISO/IEC 12207 standard, and concepts and expressions for lean and agile in relation to software development were constructed. Finally, LESAT for software was evaluated by comparing it with an approach designed by Ericsson to assess its own lean transformation called Lean Amplifier. Twelve core principles of lean were applied in the evaluation. The results indicated that LESAT for software could complement LSD organizations’ assessments, especially at the enterprise level. They also clearly emphasized the role of leadership as a key enabler of the lean enterprise transformation. However, the life-cycle processes section of LESAT still requires in-depth modifications to adapt it to the characteristics of the software-development domain.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II presents related work. Section III introduces the architecture and the main features of LESAT. Section IV presents the adaptation of LESAT for software, including some examples clarifying how the adaptation was undertaken. Section V presents the evaluation of LESAT for software, and section VI discusses the implications of this study. Finally, section VII presents the conclusions, limitations of the study and suggestions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Lean and lean software development

Toyota is perhaps the most well-known company to apply lean in its TPS [2]. However, even Toyota cannot be considered to have completely mastered lean [1]. Lean principles, as introduced by Womack and Jones [12], include value, value stream, flow, pull, and perfection. Accordingly, lean seeks the most efficient methods on the basis of maximizing value, minimizing waste, and embracing a continuous improvement mentality. According to lean, value is defined as everything for which a customer is willing to pay, and waste refers to everything that absorbs resources but yields no value. Value stream seeks an optimized end-to-end collection of actions for bringing the product to the customer. Flow refers to the organization of activities as a continuous flow by eliminating discontinuities and unnecessary steps (waste) in the value stream. Finally, pull implies producing only what is really needed by making the customer’s needs the primary decision driver.

The application of lean has spread and today is widely applied in different domains such as the retail clothing industry [13], health care [14], and the aerospace industry [15]. Zara, the Spanish fashion company, has considerably reduced lead time via a business model based on collecting and sharing input from customers daily and using lean inventories [13]. In the domain of health care, Young and McClean have reported improvements when applying lean, "especially in the areas of safety, delay and cost-effective delivery of care" [14, p. 383]. As early as the 1990s [16], researchers began exploring the potential of lean to make software-development processes innovative, responsive to business changes, and economically efficient. LSD has begun to attract attention again more recently [5], [17], [18], primarily due to the expanding industry need for scaling agile software development.

LSD has been mainly promoted by the agile community, being initially considered just another agile method. However, today LSD is acquiring its own identity [7]. Poppendieck considered lean as a "platform upon which to build agile software development practices" [19, p. 1]. Coplien and Bjornwig argued that although agile and lean have fundamental differences, they also complement each other [20]. Although lean, as contemporarily understood, is a new topic in software development, there is already evidence of the industry’s interest in adopting this approach [21], [7].

While lean principles [12] are under debate in a knowledge activity as software development [22], the seven principles compiled by Poppendieck and Poppendieck [5] are widely acknowledged. These principles are 1) eliminate waste, doing only what adds customer value without delays; 2) amplify learning using frequent feedback loops; 3) delay commitment, deciding as late as possible; 4) deliver as fast as possible, responding to real customers’ needs; 5) empower the team, providing an expert workforce and delegating responsibility to workers; 6) build integrity in, focusing on quality from the start and avoiding having to correct defects by testing the product at the end of the development process, and 7) see the whole, focusing on achieving an overall goal.

This work utilizes the definitions and views of Womack and Jones [12] on lean, and Poppendieck and Poppendieck’s perspectives of LSD [5] for adapting and evaluating LESAT for software.

B. Lean transformation and assessment

Organizational change refers to “the process by which organizations move from their present state to some desired future state to increase their effectiveness” [23, p. 88]. Changes in organizations can happen at different levels, from automating manual tasks to rethinking the nature of the organization and defining new business models. Evidently, risks associated with organizational change increase as the scope of the transformation broadens. Lean highlights the importance of considering the whole enterprise in the transformation. Thus, a lean enterprise uses lean not just in some areas but in everything it does [3]. Consequently, adopting lean is often part of the organization’s strategy [24], leading to transformation of the enterprise and impacting disciplines such as sales, human resources, etc.

Assessments have been identified as essential when transforming toward lean [10]. Evaluating the enterprise’s performance or its operational efficiency is not enough for guiding the lean transformation. Assessment approaches that reflect internal organizational capabilities and provide practical information for improving the organization’s internal processes are also considered necessary. Doolen and Hacker [24] previously reviewed the existing assessment methods for guiding lean transformation. However, identified assessment methods focus on specific practices in a manufacturing environment and cannot be directly applicable to software development organizations.

In the software engineering domain, CMMI-DEV [25] and ISO/IEC 15504 [26] have become a standard way to assess an organization and its capabilities. CMMI-DEV V1.3 also includes support for agile methods. However, they have not been designed for conducting lean transformations and are hardly applicable. Assessment methods closer to LSD have emerged during recent years for evaluating the agile transformation of software-development organizations [27], [28], [29], and [30]. However, again, these methods did not explicitly consider lean aspects.

This study aims to help fill the knowledge gap on approaches for assessing the transformation toward lean in software-development organizations. Considering the research efforts of the LAI (http://lean.mit.edu/) of the MIT, we propose the adaptation of one of its models, LESAT, for software development.
The LAI at the MIT proposed a holistic approach composed of a Lean Enterprise Model (LEM) [31], the enterprise Transition-To-Lean (TTL) roadmap [32], and the LESAT [9]. LEM is a general framework that provides an overall vision of lean. The TTL roadmap provides a practical framework for assisting organizations in their effort to transform into lean. In the domain of LSD, LAI-MIT’s TTL roadmap has inspired the recent work of Kuusela and Koivuluoma [8], who presented a lean transformation framework for software-intensive companies. Kuusela and Koivuluoma stressed that “At intervals, lean assessments are useful to get a picture how lean transformation is progressing. From time to time it is vital to check if corrective actions are needed, major or minor ones.” [8, p. 4]. LESAT is the LAI/MIT’s solution for assessing the leanness of an enterprise and its capacity to change according to lean principles. We believe that LESAT, originally designed in the domain of the aerospace industry and adapted to other domains such as government organizations [33] and health care [34], can also provide the foundations for assessing lean transformations of software development companies.

III. LESAT IN A NUTSHELL

The purpose of LESAT is to assess an enterprise’s current status in terms of lean (capability), as well as to set targets for a desired future state. LESAT focuses not only on lean characteristics, but also on lean behavior and, especially, leadership for initiating and fostering the journey of transforming into a lean enterprise. LESAT is composed of assessment matrices that contain those aspects that are important in lean transformation. The capability maturity model (CMM) [25], which was developed by the Software Engineering Institute, was considered in the design of LESAT [10]. However, “whereas the CMM/CMII models focus on systems and software development, LESAT considers all processes of an enterprise, encompassing all enterprise practices with an emphasis on leadership and integrative management processes” [10, p. 19]. LESAT is organized into three assessment sections as follows:

1) A lean transformation/leadership section, which contains processes and leadership attributes nurturing the transformation toward lean principles and practices.

2) A life-cycle processes section, which focuses on processes responsible for product creation from conception to post-delivery support.

3) An enabling infrastructure section, which assesses those processes that provide and manage the resources for enabling enterprise operations.

Fig. 1 illustrates the LAI’s view on the lean enterprise, as well as the relationship between the processes. The enterprise leadership processes provide the basis on which the enabling infrastructure processes and finally the life-cycle processes are built on.

The LESAT’s assessment of a company’s lean practices is performed using a 5x5 grid. The rows of the grid correspond to five maturity levels, i.e., least capable (Level 1) to world class (Level 5). The columns of the grid correspond to five process categories, i.e., leadership, organizational structure and integration, strategic partnering, environment, health and safety, and product/process development.

The LESAT assessment framework contains 54 lean practices (items). Each item contains a description of the lean practice, in addition to lean indicators and capability descriptions for assessing the Lean Enterprise Model (CMM) maturity levels. The capability levels range from least capable (Level 1) to world class (Level 5).

Lesat's Maturity Matrices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization of LESAT Maturity Matrices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section I – Lean transformation/leadership</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.A Enterprise’s strategic planning (three lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.B Adopt a lean paradigm (four lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.C Focus on the value stream (four lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.D Develop a lean structure and behavior (seven lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.E Create and refine a transformation plan (three lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.F Implement lean initiatives (two lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.G Focus on continuous improvement (five lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section II – Life-cycle processes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.A Business acquisition and program management (four lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.B Requirements definition (two lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.C Develop product and process (three lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.D Manage the supply chain (three lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.E Produce the product (two lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.F Distribute and service the product (four lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section III – Enabling infrastructure processes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.A Lean organizational enablers (five lean practices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.B Lean process enablers (three lean practices)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of LESAT’s lean practice is presented in Fig. 4. This example assesses the enterprise’s lean capability to provide customer support to become an integrated part of the customer’s business network (in accordance with the principle of considering the whole value stream). The most appropriate capability level is decided upon by using lean indicators and capability-level descriptions for the specific practice. The C checkbox is marked with the current state of enterprise capability, and the D checkbox is marked with the desired future state. The gap between the current and the desired states can be calculated and presented in a numerical/graphical form and
exploited for planning and implementing process-improvement initiatives.

IV. ADAPTATION OF LESAT FOR SOFTWARE

This study is based on LESAT version 1.0, which was publicly available at the time of initiating this study [35]. First, the concepts underlying LESAT and lean principles were analyzed. Then, LESAT was adapted to the software development domain, including the addition of comments and mapping for ISO/IEC 12207 processes [11] and lean and agile software-development practices and principles. Finally, LESAT for software was evaluated as described in section V.

A. Conceptual analysis of LESAT

When analyzing the original version of LESAT, the following four key concepts were identified as the most frequently cited terms: a) extended enterprise, b) value stream, c) stakeholder, and d) suppliers (supplier chain, supplier network, and key suppliers). Therefore, we investigated whether the same concepts apply in the software domain.

Leveraging extended enterprise emphasizes the capability to extend lean to cover the entire value stream. LESAT’s glossary [9] defines an extended enterprise as “all businesses along the value stream that contribute to providing value to a customer,” and value stream as “the specific activities required to design, order, and provide a specific product, from concept to launch, order to delivery, and raw materials into the hands of the customer”. Closely related to the extended enterprise, the concept of an ecosystem seems to be quite popular in contemporary software business language [37, 38]. An extended enterprise can be also defined as consisting of a regular business-to-business chain of suppliers and customers.

Value stream has a very specific meaning in the lean literature (e.g., Womack & Jones’s lean principles [12]). However, the implementation of the value stream is always context specific. In the software domain, Messerschmitt and Szyperski [38] defined the software value chain as consisting of the following types of organizations: application software provider, application service provider, infrastructure service provider, system integrator, business consultant, industry consultant, infrastructure software supplier, end-user organization, and information content supplier. All of the aforementioned types of organizations may be seen as potential organizations in the extended enterprise in the software industry.

LESAT’s glossary defines stakeholders as “all those who have an interest in an organization, its activities, and its achievements. These may include customers, partners, employees, shareholders, owners, government, and regulators.” The definition of stakeholders can again vary depending on the context. Rajala, Rossi, and Tuunainen [39] listed typical stakeholders in the software business as development partners, distributors, employees, financiers, management, shareholders, subcontractors and suppliers.

Overall, these key concepts are also commonly applied in the software domain literature. However, some content and terminology needed to be revised to adapt LESAT from the aerospace to the software-industry context as described in the next section.

B. LESAT’s adaptation

Based on the original LESAT, the review of the literature, and the ISO/IEC 12207 standard, the adaptation of LESAT to the software domain required the following actions:

1) Seven of the 54 assessment items in the original LESAT were modified to conform to terminology and processes in the software domain (i.e., 87% of assessment items remained the same as the original LESAT since they were considered suitable for software development). The changes mainly affected the life-cycle processes section of LESAT due to the major differences (production and manufacturing processes) between the aerospace industry and the product-development characteristics of the software industry. The sections lean transformation/leadership and enabling infrastructure were almost directly applicable to the domain of software development.

2) The life-cycle processes section was mapped to ISO/IEC 12207 (software life-cycle processes) [11]. The ISO/IEC 12207 standard was applied because it is a widely used standard in the software-engineering domain. Each assessment item in LESAT was revised using the ISO/IEC 12207 standard definitions and mapped to the appropriate software process terminology. Thus, production and manufacturing processes were translated to software implementation processes as described in clauses 7.1.1 (Software Implementation Processes) to 7.1.7 (Software Qualification Testing Process).

3) Several comments for the software industry and for lean and agile software development methods were added to clarify the assessment of lean practices, indicators, and capability levels from a software development point of view. For example, Scrum was presented in the LESAT section I.D as an optional way to develop a lean structure and behavior in a software organization.

Fig. 3 presents an example of the modification of an assessment item and its mapping to ISO/IEC 12207. The purpose of this assessment item was to evaluate the enterprise’s capability to utilize the lean principle of continuous learning and perfection in production and manufacturing processes. For its adaptation to the software-development domain, software-implementation knowledge and processes were introduced to demonstrate corresponding lean behavior.

__________

1Recently, the LAI published LESAT 2.0, which is only available to the LAI’s community members [36].
The behavior of an enterprise was considered when adapting LESAT to the software domain. An example shows how post-delivery maintenance and a reduction of spare part levels can be achieved. The term “spares” did not fit in the terminology of immaterial software products. It was replaced with the term “proactive maintenance approach,” i.e., improved released product quality and reduction of dedicated resources for maintenance work, as a corresponding indicator for the lean behavior of an enterprise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Enterprise’s practice</th>
<th>Enterprise’s characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II.E Produce product</td>
<td>II.E.1 Utilize production knowledge and capabilities for competitive advantage</td>
<td>Strategic leveraging of manufacturing capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II.E.2 Establish and maintain a lean production system</td>
<td>Defect-free production pulled by the customer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADAPTATION**

**Figure 3. Example of LESAT modification and mapping**

The complete version of LESAT for software, including all changes made in the adaptation, can be downloaded via the following link: http://goo.gl/Iis5k. Furthermore, the summary sheets to facilitate the assessment and record the current and the desired capability level for each lean practice contained in the LESAT matrices are available for download via http://goo.gl/9Odqv.

**V. EVALUATION OF LESAT FOR SOFTWARE**

To evaluate its suitability, LESAT for software was compared with the approach used by Ericsson for guiding its lean transformation. Ericsson is a multinational telecommunications company in the middle of transforming its processes according to lean principles. Therefore, Ericsson can be considered as an early adopter of LSD. Ericsson’s lean amplifier was internally designed for gaining insights into how teams are evolving in Ericsson’s agile and lean ways of working. Although Ericsson’s lean amplifier has been specifically designed to meet Ericsson’s needs, it was selected as a practical benchmark for the software domain due to its strong background in applying lean principles in a real software-development context.

**A. Comparison**

The objective of the evaluation was twofold: a) to evaluate how LESAT can support the lean transformation of software-development companies and b) to gather insights for further development of LESAT for software. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of both approaches.
Although the team and organization amplifiers indicate that the enterprise-level aspect in adopting lean and agile behavior is also considered in the approach of Ericsson, overall the results of the evaluation showed that LESAT for software has an enterprise-wide process scope. Of note, the manager amplifier contains the least number of assessment items in Ericsson’s lean amplifier, and LESAT for software has the most assessment items in the leadership/lean transformation section.

### B. Distribution of lean principles

LESAT for software and Ericsson’s lean amplifier were also compared by mapping each assessment item in both approaches to lean principles as described by Womack and Jones [12] and LSD principles as defined by Poppendieck and Poppendieck [5]. Table 2 shows the degree of coverage of each lean principle in both approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lean principle</th>
<th>LESAT for software</th>
<th>Ericsson’s lean amplifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Value</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Value stream</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Flow</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pull</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Perfection</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Eliminate waste</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Build quality in</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Create knowledge</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Defer commitment</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Deliver fast</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Respect people</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Optimize the whole</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of LESAT for software and Ericsson’s lean amplifier with regard to the five lean principles of Womack and Jones showed that they differ in the weighting of the principles “value” and the “value stream.” Most of Ericsson’s lean amplifier items were identified as either evaluating “flow” or “perfection” principles. These principles can be mapped to either individual or teamwork methods, building a mentality for continuous improvement or challenging the current way of working. Only very few principles were identified for the principle of pull in both approaches.

Considering the seven lean principles according to Poppendieck and Poppendieck [5], it is noteworthy that several principles could not be identified at all in LESAT for software. This is expected since LESAT was not originally designed for software development and for meeting Poppendieck and Poppendieck’s views of LSD.

---

1Number of assessment items considering each lean principle. One assessment item can be mapped to one or more lean principles.

2Percentage from the total number of assessment items considering each lean principle.
However, this also reveals the clear need of further analysis of LSD principles for improvement of LESAT for software. Overall, this analysis revealed the weaknesses and strengths of LESAT for software. The weaknesses are clearly in assessing LSD aspects as defined by authors such as Poppendieck and Poppendieck [5], impacting largely on LESAT’s life-cycle processes section. The strengths are in a more focused approach for defining value and optimizing the whole enterprise value stream.

VI. DISCUSSION

Although LESAT was designed to meet the needs of the aerospace industry, it has evolved and been successfully used for guiding the lean transformation of companies from different domains [34]. LESAT’s design addressed three requirements: “to assess the degree of leaness of an enterprise and all its core processes,” “to provide feedback for improvement and guidance for next steps,” and “to be data driven, based on documentable evidence” [10, p. 5]. It is reasonable to consider that, appropriately adapted, LESAT, which exploits LAI-MIT’s extensive knowledge about lean transformation, can also support the lean transformation of software-development companies.

When analyzing the three sections of LESAT, it is remarkable that the sections—enabling infrastructure and enterprise leadership—on which the life-cycle processes are built were almost domain independent in the assessment. Consequently, assessment items such as those designed for assessing strategic planning, strategic partnering, transformation management, or human resources were retained as they appear in the original LESAT. However, the life-cycle processes section, which includes processes that directly determine the value provided to customers [10], required in-depth modifications. In this work, we adapted LESAT for software according to the ISO/IEC 12207 standard and what is currently known about LSD.

One interesting aspect is the strong focus of LESAT on assessing how value and the value stream are managed. This is important because lean is mainly about how to make organizations deliver as much customer value as possible [40]. Value-Based Software Engineering (VBSE) recognizes the difficulty and challenges on defining value in the software-engineering context [41]. Nowadays, understanding value in software is a much-debated topic with ongoing studies. Devising a definition of value for software development is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, in LESAT for software, the concept of value conforms to that in LESAT’s glossary: “Value - A product or service’s capability provided to a customer at the right time, at an appropriate price, as defined in each case by the customer” [9, p. 75]. Assessment items related to value and the value stream will continue evolve over time as the definition of value and the concept of lean continue to be expanded upon in the software domain.

It should be stressed that lean assessments should include both tactical and strategic components [24]. LESAT highlights the importance of considering the whole value stream when transforming toward lean and includes assessment items for all business along the value stream. Thus, LESAT for software can guide the transformation of the whole enterprise towards a lean enterprise and not just some areas of the organization. The comparison provided evidence that Ericsson’s lean amplifier has been specifically designed for identifying strengths and weakness in LSD as nowadays understood. Thus, Ericsson’s approach broadly encompasses all of the principles of LSD as described by Poppendieck and Poppendieck [5] but has a narrower scope, mainly focusing on software-development processes. In the case of LESAT, as it was not designed for the specific context of software, Poppendieck and Poppendieck’s principles are hardly enclosed.

Finally, LESAT for software emphasizes the role of leadership. Leadership is essential because it provides the resources needed to eliminate waste and achieve a flowing value stream. Moreover, work on lean transformation has emphasized that the evolution toward a lean enterprise needs both top-down and bottom-up management strategies [8]. The leadership/lean transformation section of LESAT for software can help to initiate and to foster the transformation into a lean software enterprise.

VII. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a preliminary study of the adaptation of LESAT, designed for the purposes of the aerospace industry, to guide the lean transformation of software-development companies. The modifications followed the ISO/IEC 12207 standard. In addition, agile and lean software development principles were incorporated. LESAT for software was compared with the contents of the assessment approach that Ericsson designed to guide its lean transformation. The results revealed differences in the content and the scope of both approaches.

Although LESAT for software required comprehensive modifications, especially in the life-cycle processes section, its focus on leadership and on integrative management processes may enable and promote the lean transformation of software enterprises considering the whole value stream. In particular, its scope at the enterprise level and leadership processes, including strategic planning and infrastructure processes, can potentially complement lean assessments in the software domain.

This paper presents an initial proposal for adapting LESAT for software. However, existing evaluation is still limited and more empirical studies, in which LESAT for software is applied in individual company cases, are needed to validate the tool and make a more comprehensive analysis of its utility. Moreover, further development of LESAT for software, especially for adapting its life-cycle processes section to LSD, where lean is frequently intertwined with foundations derived from agile methods, is considered necessary. Therefore, it is expected that LESAT for software will continue evolving in both content and
process, as a natural result of its continuous usage and a deeper understanding of the phenomenon of LSD and the concept of value in software development.
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